I applied a pressure dressing and initiated an I.V., the I.P.'s took the man to the hospital. Nothing follows.
I was approximately 100 meters away from the scene of a shooting by U.S. forces on a local national Iraqi. I did not see the event take place, however I heard the yelling and shots. I distinctly heard two shots fired within a few seconds of each other sounding like warning shots. Shortly after I heard a lot of shots fired together. I heard (U.S. soldiers) yelling and ran to the scene to see a vehicle that had been shot. Then the vehicle was checked and the local nationals were removed and I began treatment. Nothing follows...
I was on the street corner exactly 50 meters from the incident when it happened. I heard a warning shot fired followed by an unknown number of shots. When I turned I saw several rounds strike the hood/engine area and then two more hit the windshield. I approached the car from the vehicle's nine o'clock and told two Iraqi soldiers to get the driver out. As soon as CPL [redacted] came, he and I started CPR on the driver. PFC [redacted] then applied dressings to the wounds as well as an IV. After 5-7 minutes of CPR, CPL [redacted] determined the man was KIA. SGT [redacted] and I then placed the man in a body bag and turned it over to the IOP unit. Nothing follows.
Charlie MITT Team with is my truck, we moved up on  
to the main road to service the area while the wrecker  
turned around, it dismantled, sat dismounted, the  
interceptor and SAT was next to the truck.  
There was an EAP check point approximately 100 meters in  
front of our location, They were directing traffic to turn down  
A side street, approximately 3.5 meters in front of us, there was  
A vehicle that had its lights off and turned around the  
car's turret, down the side street and proceeded towards our  
location, at that time, the car still proceeded towards us,  
shined a laser at the car, the car still proceeded towards us,  
The interceptor was yelling stop, in an incite, it was waving  
My left hand, at the vehicle and it did not stop  
it still proceeded towards our location, at that time the  
vehicle was about 40 to 50 meters in front of us, we continued  
to yell, the vehicle had got to about 35 to 40 meters in front  
of us, and at that time, the vehicle still did not stop, at that  
time, I took a step back and repeated at the driver at that  
time, I took 2 steps back and repeated at the driver at that
9. STATEMENT (Continued)

Time 50T called Cease Fire so c d lowered my
weapon at that time i noticed the vehicle had fluid leaking
from the engine compartment, we then called for a medic
and CPL came up RFA soldiers then came up
and got the driver out and started working on him, there was
a passenger and he got out and was scratched, that is about
everything i know the medics treated the wounded and the
first aid checked the car then the EP's showed up and took over
everything and we went to the next NOL site.
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**8.:**

I, **1SG** (on duty), WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH: On or about 12 Oct 05 at 2200hrs, while on patrol to reset barrier, an Iraqi local national was shot. This person Fail to Follow all warning to stop that was given to him. The First warning given was sound and laser pointer red. Once he Fail to stop a warning shot was given. SSG Fire a warning shot into the sky. At that time we turn off his light and then returned them on, but didn't stop. He vehicle keep coming. At that time a second shot was Fire at the vehicle engine block. This didn't stop the vehicle or did the Iraqi local Stop either. He kept coming to the TEP set-up for the Hemmit to turn around. We made every possible change for the local Iraqi national to stop. Once he Fail to stop with all the warning, he was shot Five to eight times.

/Nothing Follows/

---
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